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Abstract
This is the documentation accompanying a revision of the CB Greek

fonts completed on the 1st January 2008. It comprises the instructions
for installing the fonts and describes their various features.

1 Introduction
The CB Greek fonts have been in free use by the TEX community for years now;
the bitmapped fonts were available by the end of the ’90s, while the scalable
Type 1 versions started to be available in 2002; some new fonts were added in
the following years, but in 2005 a fundamental change was made: the Type 1
versions were reduced to the only size of 10 pt, redone completely and associated
to a correct encoding vector by Apostolos Syropoulos, who, in a sense, is a co-
author of this collection of fonts. I wrote the METAFONT code; he and many
other Greek users assisted me in the correction of errors or in a better rendering
of specific glyphs.

The whole work had started from the Greek fonts designed by Silvio Levy
several years before; they are still available and can be found in the ctan
archives and are being maintained.

When I started working on this project I wanted to create a full set of fonts
that could match completely the EC Latin fonts; the latter had been available in
the second half of the ’90s, although only in bit map form. The need for Type 1
version did exist, but the tools to convert METAFONT fonts into Type 1 ones
were still rudimentary, in spite of the hard work that many people had spent in
creating them. In any case the collection of the CB fonts contained the three
families (roman, sanserif, typewriter), two series (medium and bold extended)
and four shapes (upright, slanted, italics, small caps) that were standard with
LATEX at that time. During the creation of the font some requests were set forth,
so that an outline family was added, the original “italic” shape was enriched with
an alternative derived from the types used by the Teubner Typesetting Company
of Lipsia; the slanted shape of the two italics was completed with the upright
italics, and the small caps were duly completed with the bold versions. Of course
also the corresponding fonts for the slides class were prepared. Eventually, for
typesetting classical Greek philology works, another font was created, mainly
for typesetting the metric schematic characteristics of ancient Greek poetry.
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The standard sizes for the text EC fonts were 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 10.95, 12,
14.4, 17.28, 20.74, 24.88, 29.86 and 35.83 points; while the standard sized for
the slides fonts were 7, 8, 10, 12, 13.82, 16.59, 19.91, 23.89, 28.66, 34.4, 41.28
points. Combining all these sizes with the family, series and shape of the various
fonts approximately 900 driver files were prepared and this distribution contains
the corresponding TEX metric files and the Type 1 renderings for a total of
approximately 2800 files.

When in 2005 the Type 1 fonts were reduced to the 10 pt size only, the ctan
decided to keep the old version of the complete collection; for one reason or
another, this statement remained true only for the METAFONT related material,
but not for the Type 1 fonts.

This redistribution of the full collection of fonts was redone completely from
the original METAFONT sources, with no modifications or corrections whatso-
ever, but the TEX metric files were redone with the latest distribution of META-
FONT, and the Type 1 fonts were completely redone with modern means, and
the encoding vector created by Apostolos Syropoulos was used as the internal
encoding of these fonts.

The initial version of the pfb files were obtained very laboriously by Apos-
tolos by means of TeX-trace, the best tool that could be used at the beginning
of this decade. Some of the fonts, added in a second time in 2004, were done
with a new tool, mftrace by Han-Wen Nienhuys. Years ago also mftrace (at that
time called pktrace) resorted to the same tracing algorithm used by TeX-trace,
so that the results were absolutely comparable, but the amount of manual work
was definitely smaller; nowadays mftrace resorts to a new tracing program, po-
trace by Peter Selinger; this new algorithm appears to be faster and to produce
better outlines, at least to the point that the corresponding pfb files are some
10% smaller than those obtained with TeX-trace. With the previous algorithm
and with the actual one, mftrace can resort to the program FontForge by George
Williams; this latter program can be used as a filter and can perform some
postprocessing on the obtained fonts without triggering the GUI, but working
in the background.

The result is that with a proper script for generating the whole set of about
900 transformations from the METAFONT source to the final pfb files, the total
amount of time I spent on my laptop was some 5h45min of unattended pro-
cessing, while I was enjoying the 2007 New Year’s Eve with my family and
friends.

2 Installation
I suggest you to install everything concerned with the CB Greek fonts into
your local tree, unless your TEX system comes with the fonts already installed.
Evidently in this case you don’t need to perform any installation. Nevertheless I
suppose that the standard TEX system distributions by default come only with
the 10 pt size; therefore if you put this complete installation into your personal
or local tree, this becomes dominant with respect to the system tree and you
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need not worry about the distribution.

2.1 Discovering if the full installation is already installed

In order to see if the full complete installation is alreeady on your system you
can act in different ways, but I suggest you to do the following.

Create yourself a small file such as this one:

% file test-cbgreek.tex
\documentclass[12pt]{article}
\usepackage[greek]{babel}
\usepackage[T1]{fontenc}
\begin{document}
Qa’ire!
\end{document}

and run it through pdflatex; after the run, either in the suitable window of your
GUI, or by opening the test-cbgreek.log file, examine if the 12 pt font was chosen
from the installed full collection or if, lacking this font, a bitmapped version has
been created on the fly during the pdflatex run. In the latter case you are sure
you installation is not the full one.

Now try again by modifying and changing name to the above little file as
such:

% file test-cbgreek10pt.tex <----- !
\documentclass[12pt]{article}
\usepackage[greek]{babel}
\usepackage[T1]{fontenc}
\usepackage[10pt]{type1ec}% <----- add this line
\begin{document}
Qa’ire!
\end{document}

If this time the final list of fonts embedded in the final pdf document lists the
use of the font grmn1000.pfb, then your installation contains the reduced set of
10 pt fonts and scales them to the typesetter’s needs, to 12 pt in our example. If
the font list at the end of the log file still makes reference to the pk fonts with a
font name such as grmn1200.600pk, then your installation contains the META-
FONT machinery, but the Type 1 fonts are not installed or there is something
missing in their configuration. If with either experiment you find out that your
TEX system installation does not contain the full CB Greek font collection, you
need to install it.

Nevertheless with the second experiment you know what you have to do in
order to use only the reduced 10 pt set; may be the kind of documents you write
does not require a full installation; in case, the following subsection tells you
what to do.

By the way, the compiled pdf document should contain only the word Χαίρε!

that, of course, means “Hallo!”
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2.2 Installing the full collection

2.2.1 Copy the folders

After decompressing the archive, action that I assume already done, otherwise
you’d not be reading this document, copy the whole fonts folder to your local
tree and the whole tex folder to your local tree. Copying means that you might
need to point and drag the above folders in the root of your local tree; if the
folders already exist your operating system should be smart enough not to make
duplicates, but to ask you if you want to put the contents of the dragged folders
into the already existing ones; possibly your operating system will ask you again
such question, in case the sub folders already existed; possibly, if you repeat the
whole operation without recalling that you already did it, the operating system
should inform you that files with the same name already exist in the specified
folders and if you want to replace them with the new ones.

2.2.2 Refresh the file name database

As a second step you should refresh the file name data base; this operation is
done differently in the various TEX system distributions:

• With MiKTEX on Windows platforms you have to click on Start, then
MiKTeX, and then MiKTeX Options, and select the button labelled Re-
fresh File Name Database.

• On Linux and similar systems open the console and change directory to
the root of your local/personal tree, very likely in ~/texmf. Then execute
the command texhash ./

• On Mac OS X you don’t need to do anything because your personal tree
is rooted in your Library/texmf folder, and everything in the Library
folder and its sub folders is automatically on the search path of every Mac
application, at least of the TEX system.

2.2.3 Create the maps

The next step is required for using the Type 1 fonts and is very delicate; the
details vary from one TEX system distribution to another, but if you are willing
to use the command line interface it should not be so difficult to do.

1. Copy the updmap.cfg file from the system tree branch web2c to a folder
with the same name grafted the same position in your local/personal tree;

2. edit the copied file so as to change the cbgreek.map name to cbgreek-full.map;
control that the line you modified does not contain any comment mark,
that in that file is made up by the hash sign #; the word Map or Mixedmap
should be flush left; save the modified file;
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3. from the same location run the program1

updmap --cnffile ./updmap.cfg

4. While updmap is doing its work, it will typeset everything it’s doing on
the screen and will finish informing you that a certain number of map files
have been created.

5. Check the outcome of the above procedure by opening the newly cre-
ated pdftex.map and search if it contains, say, the reference to the font
grmn1200.pfb;

6. if it does, another run on the source file test-cbgreek.tex will confirm
you that you have available the cbgreek fonts in all sizes and that you
can correctly use them. If it does not, there is something wrong with
your TEX system distribution: may be an obsolete one? No problem; read
the documentation that comes with it and do accordingly; probably you
have simply to move the files around in other folders or your executable
programs have different names.

3 Customizations
The font description files included in the local tex/latex/cbgreek folder allow
to a certain number of customizations; may be in the future it will be available
a LATEX extension file, say, cbgreek.sty to call with its options from the main
LATEX source file of your document, so as to select which “roman” Greek font
you want; you have the choice

1. between the traditional Didot Design αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρστυφχψως and
the Greek fonts with “roman” serifs αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρστυφχψως;

2. between the imitation of the Olga italics αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρστυφχψως or
the Lipsian “italics” αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρστυφχψως;

3. between the standard sans serif αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρστυφχψως and the
variant αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρστυφχψως.

In order to chose the fonts you want to use, you should do the following:

1. if you like the serifed design more than the Didot design, select the rs
shape for upright characters, and the ro shape for the oblique ones.

1With some systems you should prefix the command updmap with its full path, in case its
folder is not on the search path for the operating system; on some systems ./ is redundant
or must be changed into .\; if you know what operating system you are using and you know
how to display the system path, you should not have any difficulty in adapting the following
command to your particular situation.
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2. If you prefer the more compact Lipsian font to the Olga one, select the li
shape; if you are going to use the TX fonts and/or the PX fonts together
with the CB ones, you might prefer to use the bold series (b) instead of
the bold extended one (bx) so that with fonts different from the EC ones
the simple bold might be preferable; in this case select the b series.

3. If you prefer the ‘arched’ epsilon ε with sanserif italic fonts instead of the
‘curly’ one ε, select the iv shape or the uv shape for the oblique or upright
sanserif italics respectively.

I did not define any command for using the new shapes, but you would not
have any difficulty to add in your preamble the two lines:

\newcommand*{\uishape}{\fontshape{ui}\selectfont}
\DeclareTextFontCommand{\textui}{\uishape}

so as to be able to use the declaration \uishape or the text command \textui
the same as you would use the declaration \itshape or the text command
\textit. You can do the same for selecting the other new shapes concerning
the serifed fonts, or the Lipsian italics, or the sanserif variants mentioned above.

But I prepared also the font definition files for using the CB Greek fonts
together with the Latin Modern ones. The new shapes are defined in those
files; the new commands you defined for your benefit work also when the LM
fonts are used for the Latin script. In facts the selection of the Greek alpha-
bet takes place just by changing the font encoding, not the other font char-
acteristics; nevertheless use always high level commands for changing fonts,
and never use the real low level family names because the CM/EC family
names are different from those pertaining to the LM fonts. In other words
do not use \fontfamily{cmr}\selectfont for selecting the roman fonts, but
use \rmfamily, and do the same for the other families. For selecting the outline
family use \outlfamily.

Pay attention to the fact that the LM fonts use some families, series and
shapes that are missing from the EC collection, so that if your default series
and shape is missing from the CB fonts, sometimes it gets substituted with
something else, and sometimes it gets substituted with the default font, which
might even be the usual roman medium upright font; you get messages in the
log file, though. At the same time the LM fonts do not contain certain series
and shapes that are present in the CB fonts; therefore the available Greek fonts
are used, instead of substituting them as it is done with the Latin ones.

4 Special Greek symbols
The CB Greek fonts are completed with several different symbols; some of them
are used for the Greek numerals; if you want to use the Acrophonic Attic nu-
merals you have to use the athnum.sty package. Otherwise the greek option to
the babel package contains all the commands for generating the required sym-
bols; the package contains also a couple of macros for rendering the common
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α β γ δ ε ζ η θ ι κ λ μ ν ξ ο π ρ ς σv τ υ φ χ ψ ω

a b g d e z h j i k l m n x o p r s s t u f q y w

Table 1: Correspondence between the Latin keys and the Greek letters

decimal integer numbers into the corresponding Greek numerals written with
the common alphabet enriched with the symbols ‘stigma’, ‘qoppa’ and ‘sampi’;
the Greek date can be obtained with the specific command \Grtoday, and to-
day’s date is Δʹ ᾿Ιανουαρίου ͵ΒΗʹ, while the usual modern date is typeset as 4

᾿Ιανουαρίου 2008.
If you are using some implementation of the Latin keyboard, remember that

the Greek letters are obtained by striking the similar Latin keys; ‘similar’ is
either by sound or by shape; just a couple of letters have a Latin counterpart
chosen among the available free Latin keys; refer yourself to table 1 for your
convenience.

Notice, though, that the final sigma ς comes out by itself, thanks to the
font ligature and kerning table; this means that when the latin ‘s’ is followed
by anything different from a letter, which means that the word is finished, the
font automatically turns the σv into a ς. This mechanism is so ‘sticky’ that it
becomes difficult to type ans isolated σv; in order to do so it is necessary to hide
the end of the word to the ligature mechanism, and this is done thanks to a
letter-strut; in other words the Latin key ‘v’ inserts an invisible strut, the height
of a lower case letter without ascenders, but with the category code of a letter.
So if you type ‘sv’, the Latin letter ‘s’ is followed by another letter, that does
not show on paper or on screen, therefore the ‘s’ is not at the end of a word. At
the same time if you are used to type ‘c’ for inputting the final sigma, you can
continue to do so: l’ogoc and l’ogos both produce λόγος.

For what concerns the numerous diacritical signs used in Greek, remember
that if you do not specify the attribute ‘polutoniko’ to the Greek language,
you intend to typeset your input with the ‘monotoniko’ spelling, and is up to
you to avoid rough and smooth spirits (breadths), graves, and circumflexes, but
you should stick to the acute accent and the diaeresis. If you want to write
polutoniko, you have to specify it with

\usepackage[...,greek,...]{babel}
\languageattribute{greek}{polutoniko}

With this specification all the signs listed in table 2 can be used for inputting
the diacritical signs, even the ~, that, therefore, can’t be used any more as a
tie command as in ordinary LATEX. The diacritical signs are input in any order,
except the subscribed iota, but always before the letter they accompany; ~>a|
and >~a| both yield ᾆ; <roma’ios yields ῥομαίος.

It’s necessary to pay attention to the diaeresis sign; it behaves as a diaeresis
only if it is followed by a letter; it behaves as an apostrophe if it is after the
end of a word; the normal apostrophe key is already used for the acute accent.
At the same time when spelling monotoniko you have to type in a"’ulos for
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᾿ ῾ ¨v ῀v ΄ ` ͺ

> < " ~ ’ ‘ |

Table 2: Diacritical signs and Latin keystrokes

typing αΰλος, but you can type in >a’ulos in polutoniko to get ἀύλος (although
modern Greeks, even when spelling polutoniko, often use a redundant diaeresis:
>a"’ulos and get ἀΰλος in order to emphasize the hiatus).

Punctuation marks are the usual ones even if they might appear differently;
see table 3. Please notice the apostrophe can be obtained both with the dou-
ble straight quotes and with two single apostrophe signs; the Greek quotation
marks, similar to the French ‘guillemets’, are obtained with a ligature of two
similar parentheses.

, . · : ! ; – — ’ ’ ( ) « »

, . ; : ! ? -- --- " ’’ ( ) (( ))

Table 3: Punctuation signs and Latin keystrokes

5 Extensions
The package teubner greatly extends the facilities offered by the CB Greek
fonts; it replaces the italics shape with the Lipsian one, but more evidently
defines a myriad of new commands to perform the most unusual operations,
such as to put or stack accents on any letter, invoke with explicit commands the
accented characters, which helps very much in the quality of kerning; matter
of fact the ligature mechanism works only on two consecutive signs and this
inhibits proper kerning with letters that came before the ligature was concerned.
A postfixed scheme of accents (instead of prefixed ones) would eliminate this
‘feature’, but it would introduce other ones. At the same time the commands
used in teubner allow to address directly the specific accented glyphs so that
the kerning mechanism can work without problems.

The documentation of the package is quite ample, considering also the vari-
ous new environments for setting the rhythmic schemes of classical Greek poetry.

6 Known bugs and features
I admit that when I wrote the macros that make the CB Greek fonts usable I
believed that I could get along without caring of other packages. This was an
evident mistake, and while I keep maintaining the fonts and the teubner package,
I try to overcome the incompatibilities that are gradually showing up.

Certainly the clash between the \digamma command of amsmath and friends
with the homonymous command of the Greek language, did show itself from the
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’00 ’01 ’02 ’03 ’04 ’05 ’06 ’07 ’10 ’11 ’12 ’13 ’14 ’15 ’16 ’17

’000 –! 0 "! 1 #! 2 $! 3 %! 4 &! 5 '! 6 (! 7 )! 8 *! 9 +! 10 ,! 11 -! 12 .! 13 /! 14 0! 15 "00

’020 1! 16 2! 17 3! 18 4! 19 5! 20 6! 21 7! 22 8! 23 9! 24 ‰! 25 :! 26 ;! 27 ‘! 28 ’! 29 ˘! 30 ¯! 31 "10

’040 <! 32 !! 33 ¨! 34 =! 35 >! 36 %! 37 ·! 38 ?! 39 (! 40 )! 41 *! 42 +! 43 ,! 44 -! 45 .! 46 /! 47 "20

’060 0! 48 1! 49 2! 50 3! 51 4! 52 5! 53 6! 54 7! 55 8! 56 9! 57 :! 58 @! 59 A! 60 =! 61 B! 62 ;! 63 "30

’100 C! 64 D! 65 E! 66 F! 67 G! 68 H! 69 I! 70 J! 71 K! 72 L! 73 M! 74 N! 75 O! 76 P! 77 Q! 78 R! 79 "40

’120 S! 80 T! 81 U! 82 V! 83 W! 84 X! 85 Y! 86 Z! 87 [! 88 \! 89 ]! 90 [! 91 ^! 92 ]! 93 _! 94 `! 95 "50

’140 a! 96 b! 97 c! 98 d! 99 e! 100 f! 101 g! 102 h! 103 i! 104 j! 105 k! 106 l! 107 m! 108 n! 109 o! 110 p! 111 "60

’160 q! 112 r! 113 s! 114 t! 115 u! 116 v! 117 ! 118 w!119 x! 120 y! 121 z! 122 «! 123 {! 124 »! 125 |! 126 —!127 "70

’200 }! 128 ~! 129 �! 130 �! 131 �! 132 �! 133 �! 134 �! 135 �! 136 �! 137 �! 138 �! 139 �! 140 �! 141 �! 142 �! 143 "80

’220 �! 144 �! 145 �! 146 �! 147 �! 148 �! 149 �! 150 �!151 �! 152 �! 153 �! 154 ! 155 �! 156 �! 157 �! 158 �! 159 "90

’240 �! 160 �! 161 �! 162 �! 163  ! 164 ¡! 165 ¢! 166 £! 167 ¤! 168 ¥! 169 ¦! 170 §! 171 ¨! 172 ©! 173 ª! 174 «! 175 "A0

’260 ¬!176 !177 ®!178 ¯!179 °!180 ±!181 ²!182 ³!183 ´!184 µ!185 ¶!186 ·!187 ¸!188 ¹!189 º!190 »!191 "B0

’300 ¼!192 ½!193 ¾!194 ¿! 195 À!196 Á!197 Â!198 ! 199 Ã! 200 Ä! 201 Å! 202 Æ! 203 Ç! 204 È! 205 É! 206 Ê! 207 "C0

’320 Ë! 208 Ì! 209 Í! 210 Î! 211 Ï! 212 Ð! 213 Ñ! 214 Ò! 215 Ó! 216 Ô! 217 Õ! 218 Ö! 219 ×! 220 Ø! 221 Ù! 222 Ú!223 "D0

’340 Û! 224 Ü! 225 Ý! 226 Þ! 227 ß! 228 à! 229 á! 230 â! 231 ã! 232 ä! 233 å! 234 æ! 235 ç! 236 è! 237 é! 238 ê! 239 "E0

’360 ë! 240 ì! 241 í! 242 î! 243 ï! 244 ð! 245 ñ! 246 ò! 247 ó! 248 ô! 249 õ!250 ö! 251 ÷! 252 ! 253 ø! 254 ù! 255 "F0

"00 "01 "02 "03 "04 "05 "06 "07 "08 "09 "0A "0B "0C "0D "0E "0F

Font: grmn1000.

DEJGH]KMLNOPQ[RSUVWXIT\Z

bchefzikjlmnoxpqsdtuvgryw

Font parameters

slant per pt 0.0pt
interword space 3.33252pt
interword stretch 1.66626pt
interword shrink 1.11084pt
x-height 4.3045pt
quad width 9.99756pt
extra space 1.11084pt

January 3, 2008, 11:23 1

Figure 1: The layout of the textual CB Greek fonts
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very beginning, when Apostolos did prepared the babel language description file
for the Greek language; since the early tests, it was evident it was necessary to
define different commands. In facts for using the lower and upper case digamma
signs in Greek, ϝ, Ϝ, it is necessary to use respectively the commands \ddigamma,
and \Digamma, none of which clashes with amsmath and friends. The teubner
package adds \f and \F.

Unfortunately the teubner package introduces several other clashes with the
commands defined in amsmath and friends; work is in progress in order to spot
them and find suitable corrections.

Users are therefore kindly requested to inform me about such clashes and/or
clashes with other packages; if possible they should accompany their bug no-
tification with a minimal example and/or, if they discovered the cause, the
description of the cause of the clash. Please refer to my home e-mail address:

claudio dot beccari at alice dot it

7 The fonts
Table 1 shows the layout of the normal text Greek font inspired by the Didot
design; most of the glyphs were designed by Silvio Levy, but all of them were
revised; in particular the ligature mechanism with the two species of sigmas
were completely redone, so as to have many more slots for accented characters.

Table 4 displays the families series and shapes available with the CB Greek
fonts. It’s worth noting that all families have some series and/or shapes that are
absent into the regular EC fonts. On the opposite there are some series and/or
shapes missing from the LM fonts; the latter contain for example the slanted
version of the caps and small caps, but, at the moment they do not contain the
bold caps and small caps. The LM fonts contain also some demi bold condensed
versions that here are available only for the Lipsian shape.

The user should not worry too much about these inconsistencies, in the sense
that if s/he asks for a missing shape or series, the typesetting engine will inform
him/her in the log file of what is missing and what it has been substituted. In
spite of these deficiencies, the user may keep in mind that the EC, LM and CB
collections contain more families, series and shapes that most commercial fonts.
For what concerns the CB fonts, it is not unlikely that new series and shapes
will be designed in the future; for the moment it is necessary to do with what
is available now, which is satisfactory for most typesetting works.

8 Legalese
This work may be distributed and/or modified under the conditions of the LATEX
Project Public License, either version 1.3 of this license or (at your option) any
later version. The latest version of this license is in

http://www.latex-project.org/lppl.txt
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upright shape m, bx m, bx m, bx m m
slanted shape m, bx m, bx m, bx m

upright serifed shape m, bx
slanted serifed shape m, bx

italics shape m, bx m, bx m, bx m
Lipsian italic shape m, b, bx
upright italics shape m, bx m, bx m, bx m

italics variant m, bx
upright italics variant m, bx

small caps shape m, bx m, bx m, bx m
visible m, bx m

invisible m, bx m
visible

invisible

Table 4: Families, series and shapes available with the CB Greek fonts. Each
table slot contains the symbols for ‘medium’, ‘bold’, and ‘bold extended’ when
they are available for that particular family and shape that label the respective
rows and columns.

and version 1.3 or later is part of all distributions of LATEX version 2003/12/01
or later.

This work is made up of the map file cbgreek-full.map; of 1034 METAFONT

source files individually labelled as belonging to the CB Greek font collection; of
944 TEX metric files derived from the METAFONT sources; of 944 type 1 font files
in pfb format; of this file cbgreek.pdf you are presently reading, together with
its source file cbgreek.tex and the included graphics file grmn1000table.pdf;
of the font description files that match those of the T1 encoded LM fonts.

The encoding file CB.enc was prepared by Apostolos Syropoulos for his ren-
dering in pfb format of my METAFONT fonts at the only size of 10 pt. I modified
a little the file comments related to some particular CB glyphs or certain specific
positions of the CB fonts, but the substance is by Apostolos. The font descrip-
tion files whose names start with lgrcm or lgrlcm are distributed with babel
and were originally prepared by Apostolos Syropoulos, before Johannes Braams
verified them and included them into his bundle. I modified the lgrcmr.fd and
lgrcmss.fd font description files in order to accommodate the new shapes2.

2By the way, the original fd files contain a warning that modifications can be made bat
the modified files cannot be distributed with the same name. This warning applies to all
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The copyright of the source METAFONT files is mine, but without the support
of Apostolos Syropoulos I would have done nothing; much of what I put in the
source files derives from Apostolos; I therefore hereby declare that he shares
with me all the rights of the copyright holder.
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ferent glyphs several times; he spent a lot of time helping me with these fonts;
without his help the Lipsian fonts would not exist. Later on he helped me with
the revision of the sans serif fonts and revised every single lower case glyph in
this family. Again a lot of thanks.

The many unknown Hellenic Friends of TEX who, with the intermediation
of Apostolos, let me know the bugs of the METAFONT code I wrote, so that I
could correct it and possibly eliminate some of those bugs.

10 Maintainance
I intend to maintain the work, although, when I redid this transformation, I
discovered so many imperfections in the smaller optical sizes, that possibly I
have to start from scratch.

4 January 2008 Claudio Beccari

files distributed with the babel bundle, but this restriction cannot be applied to the fd files,
because their name has to be built up with the agglutination of the encoding and the family
names.
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